www.babycabs.fr

BabyCabs
A Happy Trip To Everyone

Contrary Agreements
Terms and Conditions To Accept

Provision of services
01

Equipped Seats
Transport of people with vehicle equipped with one or two baby
seats on request

02

Availability Of Cozy

03

Comfortable Seating

04

Classy

Vehicle equipped with 2 baby seats for you twins

The only company to adapt the seats to you children

Also carries the classic Mercedes staple of having the seat
controls on the door panel for adults.

Request Policy

Any changes to the service or the
reservation must be mentioned by the
client at least 24 hours before the
start of the service.

Booking fees are charged in the event of
cancellation without medical reason and
without proof between departure and 3
hours before departure, the totality of the
payment

In the event of a change of service or
reservation, as well as any delay of more than
fifteen minutes without prior notification after
acceptance of the quotation, an additional
charge may be made.

The cost of any cancelled reservation; 5€ is
charged for processing the reservation.
Acceptance of reservation requests is
subject to vehicle availability. In case of
unavailability, we will inform you promptly.

Prices
Demand

The prices are invoiced
on the basis of the tariffs
established by the
company.

Credit Card

Prices shown can be pa
id by credit card, cash
or online payment

Estimation

For transport services, the
prices also include the driver
service, the journey, the baby
seat, fuel and legal insurance.

Valuation

Tolls, parking costs for the
driver are the responsibility of
the customer, unless otherwise
stipulated in the quote.

Transport
Weight Limit

3

2

External events The carrier reserves
the right to cancel a service if weather
conditions do not allow the service to
be operated under optimum safety
conditions (snow, ice, etc.) or in the
event of unforeseeable, irresistible and
external events (e.g. vehicle
breakdown).

Rules Of The Road

Repayment State

1

MyBabyCabs drivers are required to comply with
local traffic laws. Under no circumstances may the
client demand that the latter transgress these
rules, even if this would result in delays or
additional costs for the client.

5

The customer will have the choice either to
postpone the service to a later date or to
cancel the order. The carrier undertakes to be
punctual and to make every effort to be
present at the time and at the predefined
departure place.

Weight limit When transporting people, luggage is
accepted within the limit of 23 kg per person
transported. Luggage remains the responsibility of
the person transported.

External Events

Customers’ Acknowledgement

4

Reimbursement status Any
delay by the driver longer than
15 minutes must be notified
and justified to the customer.
It is expressly agreed that
delays in transport times due
to unforeseen traffic
difficulties (traffic jams,
accidents, deviations, weather
conditions, miscellaneous
events, etc.) do not entitle the
client to any compensation.

Payment
Payment Online
Payment Online payments are due before the service
is provided. or in advance after sending a secure link
via online payment.

Invoices

Invoices Invoices are payable by cheque, bank
transfer or credit card according to the schedule
defined in advance.
Penalty
Penalty Failure to pay an invoice on its due date also
entails the payment, ipso jure and without formal
notice, of a lump sum of 15% of the invoice amount
excluding VAT, with a minimum of 45€.
Liability
The non-payment of an invoice also gives the right to
suspend the execution of orders in progress. In this
case, the company cannot be held responsible for any
consequences due to the suspension of the service
and will not be liable for the payment of damages.

Service and Responsibilities
Insurance Policy
The company is guaranteed by a recognized
insurance company that covers the risks related to
its activity in accordance with the legislation in
force. Third party passengers and the driver are
covered for any part of the significant bodily,
material and immaterial damage they may suffer as
a result of a traffic accident and this in an unlimited
manner, from getting into the vehicle to getting out,
except for damage caused by their fault.

Prohibition Of Illegal Activities
For safety reasons, smoking and the
transport of flammable, explosive,
corrosive or toxic substances is
prohibited. Failure to comply with this
provision shall be the responsibility of the
customer and the passenger(s).

Repair/Damages
The Driver reserves the right to ask his passenger
for compensation for any damage such as child
vomiting. In this case, the driver may ask you to
pay between 50 and 120€ depending on the
seriousness of the damage to the vehicle.

Lack Of Basic Safety Rules
In the event of damage to the
equipment or vehicle by the
passenger, any repairs or changes to
the equipment, regardless of the
cause, will be charged to the customer.

Strictly Followed Instructions
Eligibility of pets
The company reserves the right to take
any possible recourse. Animals are
allowed to be transported, unless special
provisions are made, for which the
company can in no way be held
responsible.

Damage caused to a third party by the behavior
of a passenger who does not respect the basic
safety rules would be the responsibility of the
customer. Lack of basic safety rules

All complaints must reach
the company by email, text
message or telephone. The
customer is not authorized
to suspend payment before
the company recognizes
the merits of its claim.

Customer’s
Complaint

Compensation
In case of damage
to the seats or the
vehicle, e.g.
vomiting of children,
etc., the customer
must put the seats
in the same
condition as he
found them (Clean).

Advice : The luggage is transported in the
trunk of the car, pets are accepted in their
transport cage

Otherwise, the
Driver can ask
for a
compensation of
50 € to 100 €
depending on the
seriousness to
have his vehicle
cleaned.

Miscellaneous
Jurisdiction
If one or more clauses of this General Agreement
are unenforceable for any reason whatsoever, the
other clauses shall nevertheless remain valid.

In the event of a dispute, and whatever the cause, the courts of the Val
d'Oise have sole jurisdiction, even in the event of an appeal.

However, the company will have the possibility to waive this
provision.
However, when the contract is concluded with a consumer, ordinary
law remains applicable. MyBabyCabs and ATTF (Taxis et
Transporteurs de France).

A Trip To Make
Memories and
Leave Only
Footprints

THANK YOU

